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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
Thank you for allowing me to review your article, author. The article being shown is

named "Treatment for meniscus tears: the good, the bad, and the ugly. Classification of

patterns and an application guide "explained the new Meniscal Injury Classification. I

understand the significance of meniscal function and how to choose a treatment plan.

This review is well-organized and structured. One issue needs to be addressed, though.

The Classification helps us to understand relationships and connections between things

better. They also allow scientists to communicate clearly with each other, be the guide

for the treatment, and tell the prognosis. The Classification must be reliable, precise, and

account for the majority of the injury pattern. This classification has a few flaws in it, in

my opinion. - The distinction between bad and ugly conditions is still beyond my

comprehension. The ramp lesion and medial meniscus root conditions you mentioned

could be bad and ugly. If the medial meniscus root tear is treated promptly, the

prognosis may be favorable. What does this classification's major purpose? Is this a

treatment guide, a method of communication, or a prognostic statement? - Before

choosing a method of treatment, there are still a number of other factors to consider. It is

difficult to suggest a course of treatment based just on the tear pattern. I advise

removing out the suggested treatment and substituting with the treatment results. -

Some injuries, such as unstable longitudinal tears, stable ramp lesions, stable LMPR

lesions, large flap tears, and others, still do not fall into all of the categories. While this

work helps expand the published studies, it needs more clarification and needs to cover

more injury patterns.
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SPECIFIC COMMENTS TO AUTHORS
The important/innovative of the manuscript: 1. A new classification method is

proposed in the manuscript. The classification includes anatomy, characteristics of tears,

and treatment comprehensively, so it is helpful for clinicians. 2. The manuscript is well,

concisely, coherently organized, and presented. Contents should be improved: In

general, the manuscript covers a wide range but lacks of deep discussions. Some parts

are not comprehensive enough. For example, the manuscript described vertical

longitudinal tear and horizontal tear in detail, but need to add more and further

discussion about complex tears, such as bucket handle tears and oblique tear.
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